BHOPAL CAMPAIGN SLOGANS

Here is a collection of slogans, phrases, and chants you can use on posters or in chants at Bhopal events. Modify them accordingly for your event, or make your own!

Dow: Clean Up or Shut Up

Bhopal: The Hiroshima of the Chemical Industry

Justice for Bhopal, Justice for All

We All Live in Bhopal

Gassed to Death

Dow Shalt Not Kill

Got Death? <Dow> (spoon on Got Milk? Advertisements)

Gas Chamber

Living Poisoned Daily

Stop Killing Women and Children

Killing People for Profit

(With the Raghu Rai photo of the Unnamed Buried Child) Infanticide by Pesticide

And you thought only weapons could cause mass destruction

The Bhopal Gas Tragedy – A Continuing Disaster

A discussion on decades of horror and two decades of apathy

DOW WILL HAVE TO KILL US ALL, BECAUSE WE WILL NEVER GIVE UP

Bhopal: ___ Years is Enough (fill in the year – disaster occurred in 1984)

Remember Bhopal: ___ Years is Enough

We are Flames Not Flowers

Dow on the Run
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Bhopal: Corporate Terror Unpunished

Bhopal: Fighting Toxic (or Corporate) Terror

Bhopal: Toxic Terror

Bhopal: The Terror Lives

Bhopal: 1984 - ???
The suffering continues
So does the struggle!

Bhopal: ToxiCity (an old favorite)

No More Bhopals: Join the Struggle

Bhopal: _____ Years of Struggle - Now More Determined than Ever

(Remember) Bhopal: We Won't Give Up

Bhopal: The _____ Year Struggle Continues - Join Us!

Beat Dow with a Broom! (great if you have brooms or jhadoos as props to demonstrate that Dow
must clean up Bhopal, or be beaten by brooms)

Bring Dow Chemical to its Knees

Look Out Dow: The World is Watching. Justice for Bhopal Now

Bhopal: Union Carbide to Dow - The Next Generation Remembers

Bhopal: Fighting for the Next Generation

Bhopal: Still Fighting After All These Years

The People of Bhopal: Victims, Survivors, Heroes

The Struggle of Memory Over Forgetting

Justice in Bhopal Means A Safer World for All

How Now Dow? Justice in Bhopal

Chemical violence
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Jhadoo Chant

_Har nari ki yahi ladai_ ........................................... It is the struggle of all women
_Jhadoo maro Dow ko_ ........................................... Beat Dow with a broom
_Phool nahi Chingari hain hum_ ............................. We are flames not flowers
_Jhadoo maro Dow ko_ ........................................... Beat Dow with a broom

_Itiha se maro, Uther se maro_ ........................................... Beat from this side, beat from that side
_Jhadoo maro Dow ko_ ........................................... 
_Hum bhi marey tum bhi maro_ ........................................... I beat and you also beat
_Jhadoo maro Dow ko_ ........................................... 

_Josh se maro, Host se maro_ ........................................... Beat with passion, beat fully conscious
_Jhadoo maro Dow ko_ ........................................... 
_Mil ke maro Takat se maro_ ........................................... Beat together, beat with power
_Jhadoo maro Dow ko_ ........................................... 

_Jhadoo_, _n._ 1. A traditional Indian broom used often in household chores. 2. A potent symbol of women’s power, used often as a weapon in domestic disputes.

_Jhadoo_, _v._ To shame a prominent official responsible for creating or perpetuating the suffering of the Bhopali people, most often executives or officials of the Dow Chemical Company, with the delivery of a jhadoo.